We report on measurements of the spontaneous emission factor for oxide-confined InGaAs vertical cavity surface emitting lasers. The spontaneous emission factor is determined as a function of the active layer volume from the measurement of small-signal harmonic distortion at threshold. For a 3ϫ3 m oxide aperture device we obtain spontaneous emission factor of 4.2•10 Ϫ2 at room temperature. © 1997 American Institute of Physics. ͓S0003-6951͑97͒03501-8͔
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The enhancement in the value of ␤ is expected to significantly affect the laser performance when the lateral dimensions of the cavity are reduced to less than 1 m. 8, 9 Unfortunately, VCSEL size scaling is limited by increasing optical loss and consequently the threshold carrier density. In addition, the enhancement of spontaneous emission in a microcavity formed by distributed Bragg reflectors is limited by the finite width of the reflection band and the optical field penetration into the mirrors. 10 Oxide confined VCSELs are characterized by significantly reduced internal loss and have already demonstrated record performance levels in terms of the threshold current and power conversion efficiency. 11 Lasers with the lateral cavity dimensions below ϳ1 m appear feasible.
Devices used in our measurements are based on three InGaAs quantum wells in the active region, and are designed to emit at 980 nm. Two quarter-wavelength Ga 0.02 Al 0.98 As layers, one above and one below the active region, are partially oxidized to form the current aperture. Devices with the aperture sizes in the range of 3-25 m exhibit threshold currents from 0.27 to 3.3 mA, and threshold voltages of 2.6-1.4 V.
The conventional method of estimating the ␤ factor is based on the rate equations fitting the measured light-current ͑L-I͒ curve. 12 When applied to VCSELs, this technique is likely to be inaccurate. In very small devices, the temperature of the active region, and therefore the threshold and efficiency, are dependent on the drive current as a result of self-heating, and these effects require careful compensation. Larger index guided devices lase in multiple transverse modes ͓see Fig. 1͑b͔͒ , and the modal distribution is also dependent on the drive current, even though calculations usually assume it to be constant.
An alternative technique is used here to determine ␤. It is based on the measurement of small-signal harmonic distortion at threshold, first suggested by Goodwin and Garside 13 and recently applied to VCSELs. 5 This method can be very accurate since all the measurements are made at or near threshold, and therefore all the current induced changes are insignificant. To make the measurement even more precise we modify the previously derived expressions for ␤ 13 to take into account the nonzero transparency current.
We restrict our analysis to the case of a single transverse mode. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the number of transverse modes in the VCSEL spectrum at threshold can be quite large, but the zeroth-order mode always dominates. Singlemode rate equations are written as: where N(S) are the carrier ͑photon͒ densities, i is the injection efficiency, I is the drive current, e is the elementary charge, V a is the active region volume, A is the differential gain, ⌫ is the optical confinement factor, N 0 is the carrier density at transparency, p is the photon lifetime in the cavity, n is the carrier lifetime, and r is the radiative carrier lifetime.
In general, n Ͻ r , and we use the following definition of the radiative efficiency r : r ϭ n r ϭ radiative recombination rate total recombination rate . ͑2͒
After that, our analysis closely follows the guidelines of Ref.
13. We assume small-signal modulation in the form of x ϭx 0 ϩ␥ sin(t), where x is the normalized pump variable and ␥ is the modulation index where I th is the threshold current, I tr is the transparency current, and I m is the modulation current amplitude. From harmonic analysis of the steady-state solution of ͑1͒, we find that the second harmonic peaks very close to threshold at x peak ϭ1Ϫ2␤ r , and the ratio of the amplitudes of the second and fundamental harmonics at x peak is given by
where x tr ϭI tr /(I th ϪI tr )is the normalized transparency current. Finally, we obtain
͑5͒
It is interesting to compare ͑5͒ to the ␤Јϭ(␥Ј/4R) 2 , obtained in Ref. 13 ͓note that ␥ЈϭI m /I th is different from ␥ in our Eq. ͑5͔͒. For r ϭ1 and the transparency current equal to one third of the threshold current, we have ␤Ϸ1.5␤Ј. When the approach of Ref. 13 is used without a correction for the nonzero transparency current, 5 the resulting values of the ␤ factor are underestimated by at least 50%.
Small-signal sinusoidal modulation used in our experiments is produced by a low-distortion synthesized rf generator. The modulation signal at 30 kHz is mixed with the dc bias using a standard bias-T. To ensure the validity of the small-signal approximation the modulation index is kept below ␥ϭ2%. The laser is mounted on a heat-sink and temperature stabilized at Tϭ20°C. A cleaved end of standard multimode ͑50 m core͒ optical fiber, positioned several millimeters away from the laser surface, is used to collect the light and to spatially filter the spontaneous emission. The light is then put through an optical spectrum analyzer acting as a filter with the resolution bandwidth set at 0.2 nm, selecting only the zeroth-order transverse mode of the laser. The spatially and spectrally filtered emission is detected by an InGaAs p-i-n photodiode, and the amplitudes of the fundamental and second harmonics are measured by a lock-in amplifier.
The measured harmonic amplitudes are plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of drive current for two lasers, 5ϫ5 and 10ϫ10 m in size. It is clear from Fig. 2 that the measured harmonics behave as expected from theoretical analysis.
The knowledge of three additional parameters, I th , I tr , and r , is needed in order to extract the ␤ factor. The threshold currents were determined from the kink position in the measured differential current-voltage ͑I-V͒ characteristics IdV/dI(I). The transparency current I tr is determined from the measurement of photoinduced current dependence on dc bias, using the device under test as a photodetector and a second VCSEL, of the same kind, as a source of light. 14 The value of radiative efficiency r can be obtained from a direct measurement of the differential carrier lifetime dependence on the drive current below threshold, 15 or estimated from comparison of the actual injection current density at threshold with the one predicted for an ideal laser with r ϭ1, as done in Ref. 6 . We assume r ϭ1 for all devices meaning that it is the product of r ␤, rather than the ␤ factor itself being reported on.
The measured values of the spontaneous emission factor are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the cavity width. It is clear that ␤ scales as the inverse of the active layer volume. This type of scaling is predicted by the classical electromagnetic theory and is attributed to a decrease in the number of available cavity modes. A rigorous calculation of spontaneous emission coupling into the lasing mode of a distributed Bragg reflector surface emitting microcavity laser with quantum well ͑QW͒ active region 16 shows that for cavity widths aӷ/n eff , where is the resonant wavelength and n eff is the effective refractive index, one can approximate:
The coefficient m accounts for the dipole radiation enhance- ment in the direction perpendicular to the plane of the QW and is equal to 1.5. The coefficient accounts for the change in modal density distribution in QW and varies from 2 to 0 depending on the relative position of the QW and the mode field. The lasers used here are designed with the QWs at the center of the cavity and we calculate Ϸ1.8. The ␤ bulk is calculated from classical electromagnetic theory as one half of the inverse value of the total number of modes in the emission spectrum:
where ⑀ is the power confinement factor of a mode, V is the waveguide volume, and ⌬ is the full width half maximum ͑FWHM͒ of the spontaneous emission spectrum. The calculated ␤ QW is plotted in Fig. 3 ͑solid line͒ as a function of the cavity width. Since for the smallest of our devices ͑3ϫ3 m͒ the cavity width aϷ11/n eff , we expect our experimental data to follow the straight line. Indeed, for aϾ5 m, the agreement is evident. However, for smaller sizes, the measured ␤ is almost a factor of 4 higher than that predicted by theory. This disagreement needs to be explained. For the smallest lasers it is difficult to assess the cavity size and waveguide parameters with sufficient accuracy. In the calculation we assumed the cavity size to be equal to that of the oxide aperture. We also assumed a steplike index variation due to the confining oxide. The actual index profile can be affected by the edge diffraction and self-heating, especially in small devices. A ϳ1 m overestimate in the cavity size would place the small device data points back on the calculated line.
We also observe a clear dependence of the spontaneous emission factor on the threshold carrier density. For the two devices of the same size the lower threshold laser always exhibits higher ␤ ͑see Fig. 3͒ . Since the measured transparency current is almost constant for a given device size, the difference in threshold is assumed to be mostly due to the difference in optical loss. The decrease in ␤ with increasing carrier density can then be attributed to the broadening of the spontaneous emission spectrum as well as increased optical loss.
To compare the two methods of determining the spontaneous emission factor, we fit rate equations to measured L-I characteristics for selected devices. This measurement is done for the zeroth-order transverse mode in the vicinity of threshold. Data points obtained in this way are plotted as triangles in Fig. 3 . For mid-size devices ͑5-10 m cavity width͒ the best fit to the L-I curve gives approximately the same ␤ value as those obtained by harmonic distortion analysis.
In conclusion, we report the results of spontaneous emission factor measurement for oxide-confined InGaAs vertical cavity lasers emitting at 980 nm. The ␤ factor is determined from the measurement of the small-signal harmonic distortion at threshold. For a 3ϫ3 oxide aperture device we obtain ␤ϭ 4.2•10 Ϫ2 which is, to our knowledge, the highest value reported for any VCSELs to date.
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